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Learn Raspberry Pi Programming with PythonApress, 2014

	Learn Raspberry Pi Programming with Python will show you how to program your nifty new $35 computer to make a web spider, a weather station, a media server, and more. You'll learn how to program in Python on your Raspberry Pi with hands-on examples and fun projects.


	Even if you're completely new to programming in...
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Computer Science Logo Style 2/e, Vol. 2: Advanced TechniquesMIT Press, 1997
This is the second volume of a three-volume series that uses
the Logo programming language as the medium for a presentation of a range of topics
in computer science. The main audience I had in mind for these books was high school
students, but it’s turned out that they have also been used in teacher training, and to
some...
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Computer Animation Complete: All-in-One: Learn Motion Capture, Characteristic, Point-Based, and Maya Winning TechniquesMorgan Kaufmann, 2009
Computer animation, for many people, is synonymous with big-screen events such as Star Wars, Toy Story, and Titanic . But not all, or arguably even most, computer animation is done in Hollywood. It is not unusual for Saturday morning cartoons to be entirely computer generated. Computer games take advantage of state-of-the-art computer graphics...
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AspectJ in Action: Practical Aspect-Oriented ProgrammingManning Publications, 2003
TheServerSide.com
   "I would highly recommend AspectJ in Action."     

       Freeroller.net
   "You will get the most bang for your buck from Ramnivas' work . . . this book lends itself well to future reuse."     

       JavaRanch.com
...
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Mac Toys: 12 Cool Projects for Home, Office, and Entertainment (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Remember when they said your Mac was just a toy? It's payback time
    Your PC pals who made fun of your Mac back in the old days will sing a different tune when they see what you’re playing with now. Create a Harry Potter style picture frame that puts on a continuous slide show; teach your house to turn on the lights, adjust the...
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Implementation of the Icon Programming Language (Princeton Series in Computer Science)Princeton Press, 1987

	Icon is a high-level, general-purpose programming language that offers a broad range of string- and list-processing facilities. It also has a novel expression evaluation mechanism and allows an unusual degree of run-time flexibility. Because of these features, implementing Icon presents problems considerably different from those involved with...
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